LEMMA 2.2. Zf 6 E A(G, A), and T is a set of coset representatives of A in G, then 6 can be written uniquely in the form 6 = 1 x(a,-1) + a, a,EA,aEA(G,A)'.
XET
Proof. We may write 6 uniquely in the form 6 = CxsTxa,, with a, E LA, for x E T. Since 6 E A(G, A), then each a, E A(A), so we may find elements a, E A such that each a, = a, -1 mod A(A)*, by Lemma 2.1(b) . Then 6= Y x(a, -1) + 2 x(o,-(a,-1)) ST XET and if a = C x(a, -(a, -l)), then 6 has the required form. If also d=Cx(b,-1)+/3, with b, E A and /I E A(G, A)*, then ,7J x(a, -b,) s 0 mod A(G, A)*, and hence a, E b, mod A(A)*, for each x E T. We then conclude from Lemma 2.1(c) that each a, = b,, proving uniqueness.
For the remainder of this section, we assume that both A and G/A are abelian. If T is a set of coset representatives of A in G, then A(G, A) is a free abelian group with basis B = (x(a -1) ) x E T, a E A, a # 1 }. We define for k E L, the homomorphism of abelian groups qh:A(G,A)-,A, #Jx(a -1)) = axk, x(a -1) E B (where ax denotes x-lax). We then define I, = Z,(G, A) = ker dkI LEMMA 2.3. (a) For all g E G, a E A, we have q&( g(a -1)) = agk.
(b) Zk is a two-sided ideal of LG, with A(G, A)* cZ, s A(G,A). Moreover Z, = A(G) A(A).
(c) For each 6 E A(G, A), there exists a E A such that 6 z a -1 mod Zk. (e) Z,$=Zek-,, where (,7JgeGngg)*=Cn,g-'.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the definition of dk provided that $,(xb(a-l))=atXbjk for xE T, a,bEA. But xb(a-l)=x(bal)-x(b -I), so #,(xb(a -1)) = (bayk (b-'yk = axk = acxbjk as desired, since A is abelian. Thus n,u,= 1. Now
;d zI(uX ,,') = n a, -1 mod d(A)*, from Lemma 2.1(a). Since n 6 E C (x -l)(u, -1) Turning to (d), if 6 E I, and 1 + 6 = g E G, then g -1 E d(G, A), so g=uEA.
Then 6=u-1, and l=~$~(B)=#~(ul)=u. Finally, (e) follows from dk(B*) = #Pk+,(6)*, 6 E d(G, A), which we need only verify for 6=g(u-l), gEG, uEA.
The next result is now immediate. of Passrnan and Smith [9] .
We now give examples where G does nor have a normal complement V in U, (ZG) containing U( 1 + Zk). EXAMPLE 1. G=(a,xJa"=x5= 1,a"=a3), A = (a).
Suppose that a complement V exists, with V =, U( 1 + Z,). Let u = vg, v E I', g E G. Then au E ug mod V. But since #O(au -ua") = 1, then au = uc6 mod I, and it follows that a" = a6 mod V.
However ug # a6 for all g E G. (We shall see that G has a complement containing U( 1 + I,).) LEMMA 2.5. g-'(h + hK')g = h + h-' mod I,, g, h E G.
Proof.
h-'(hh-" - 1) which tis maps Thus ua-' = 1 + a, a E (AX)'. Part (a) now follows from Lemma 2.1(c), and parts (b) and (c) from [ 11, Theorem II. 3.11.
For (d), write u = u*u-', so U*U = 1 since X is abelian. If u = C,,, vxx, U, E L, then the coefficient of 1 in v*v is C uf,, which is 1 since V*U = 1. Thus u = fx for some x E X, and since u has augmentation 1, o =x, so u* = ux. Now u E 1 mod A(X)*, and U* z 1 mod A(X)2 (since A(x)* = A(X)). Therefore x = 1 mod A(X)', and x = 1 from Lemma 2.1 (c), yielding U* = U. This completes the proof. Since V a U,(ZG/Z,), V is a G-module. We have I'< W, an abelian group, and since A < W, A acts trivially on I', so V is a G-module. Then define t: V+ A, by r(v) = ~,,~a(~"-')~.
Clearly r is a G-module homomorphism, and r(u) = utGEA1 = a for a E A,, since [G: A] is odd. Thus I'= A, x Y for some e-submodule Y of V. Then Y is also a G-module, and since U,(ZG/I,) = VG, it follows that Y u U,(ZG/I,) and Y is a normal complement to G in U,(ZG/Z,).
Moreover, Y g-V/A, is isomorphic to a subgroup of U(1 + A(G)*), so Y is finitely generated free abelian, by Lemma 2.6. This completes the proof. Theorem 1.2 now follows easily.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For u E U,(ZG), consider u as an element of U,@G/Z,) and write u =yg, y E Y, gE G. Define p: U,(HG)+ G by p(u) = g. Then p(g) = g, g E G, and ker p is an extension of U( 1 + Z,) by a subgroup of Y. This completes the proof.
REDUCTION LEMMAS
Throughout this section, A denotes an abelian normal subgroup of the finite group G. Remark.
The last lemma can also be proved directly by augmentation calculus. 
FAITHFUL AND IRREDUCIBLE ACTION OF G/A ON A
In this section we prove the following result.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that G = AX, A -CI G, A an elementary abelian p-group, and assume that X is abelian and acts faithfully and irreducibly on A. Zf8EIk(G,A) and (1 +a)"= 1 modd(G,A)P+i, then GEd(G,A)*.
We can deduce from this that if G satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, then U ( 1 + Z,(G, A) ) is torsion-free. For if 6 E I,(G, A) and (1 + S)q = 1 for some prime q, then 6 = 0 unless p = q by Lemma 3. by Lemma 3.6, so we may assume that 6 = JJ x(a, -l), and we shall prove that 6 = 0. We claim that it suffices to prove this when 1x1 = pd -1. For, in our situation with G = AX, let X, be cyclic of order pd -1 containing X, and let #i: X, -+ K* be an isomorphism extending 4. Let G, be the semidirect product AX,. Then 6 E I,(G,, A) and 6 = 0 since IX, / =pd -1. We now assume that 1x1 = pd -1 = r. Let x: A -+ C be a non-trivial character of A. If w E C is a pth root of unity, let R = L [w]. Let T = xc be the induced representation of RG. We may consider the representation space of T to be RX, with T(a)y = x(a">x T(x)y=xy, aEA, x,yEX.
We claim that it suffices to prove that T(6) E 0 mod(w -1)'. For if T(C, x(a, -1))~ E (w -1)' RX for all y E X, then C, (x(az) -1) xy E (u-l)*RX, yEX. FixxEX, and let a=a,, so
x(a') -1 E 0 mod(w -l)', y E X.
But x(a") is a power of w, so this congruence implies that x(a') = 1, y E X. If a # 1, then {ay 1 y E X} generates A since A is irreducible. It follows that x is the trivial character of A, contrary to our assumption. Therefore a, = 1 for all x E X, and 6 = 0 as claimed. For aEA, yEX, we have r(a -1)~ = (X(aY) -l)y, and since ~(a') -1 = 0 mod(w -l), it follows that for all a E A(G, A), there exists an operator S(a) on RX so that
Let g(a) denote the reduction of S(a) mod(o -l), so that g(a) is an operator on GF(p)X, and by extension of scalars, on KX. We wish to show that g(S) = 0. Since T(x(a -1)) = T(x) T(a -l), it follows that
where F(X) is the reduction of T(x) mod(w -1). Since (1 + S)l, E 1 modA(G,A)P", then by Lemma 3.5, p6 + 8~0 mod A(G, A)p+'. Thus p(w -1) S(6) + ((w -1) S(S))p = 0 mod(w -l)P", or (p/(w -l)p-') S(6) + S(Sy E 0 mod(w -1). We compute p/(w -l)p-' mod(w -1). We have
Thus p/(w -I)p-' E -1 mod(w -l), giving
We now take x(u) = mtryCa', a E A, where tr: K -+ GF(p) is the field trace. Then (l/(w -I))(x(u) -1) = 1 + w + ... + w"~"-' E tr y(u) mod(w -1) so r(u -1)~ = (tr y(u'))y = tr@(y) v(u))v, a E A, y E X. We choose a basis of KX so that each T(x) is diagonal, namely, the primitive orthogonal idempotents of KX, ci = (l/r) CXEX $(x))~ x, for i mod r. Then F(x) ei = 4(x)' ei.
For a E A, we have 
Write S(S) Ej = JJimod r s(i, j) ci. Then (3) implies s(i, j) = 0 unless j -i E p" mod r for some n.
Taking n = 0 in (3), we obtain s(j, j+ l )=Sj for j mod r.
From ( We claim that this yields n, E n, E ... s nP = n -1 mod d. Since pd = 1 mod(pd -l), we may replace n, by any of its residues mod d, and so may assume that n < ni, all i. Then divide by p", so that we may assume n = 0. Now replace each n, by its least non-negative residue mod d. We wish to provethatn,=n,=...=n,=d-l.Wehave p<p"'+pn2+ a.. +p"p<p * pd-'=pd.
Thenp"l+ .*. +p"p-1 mod (p"-1) can only happen ifp"'+ . . . +p'Q=pd, so the upper bound is attained, and each p"f = pd-'. Thus n, = . . . = nP = d -1 proving our claim.
Therefore the sum in (6) collapses to a single term,
Substitute ( 
COMPLETION OF THE PROOF
We first prove that U ( 1 + I,(G, A) ) is torsion-free if G splits over A. The general metabelian case will then follow from this. We shall need the following result of Berman and Higman. We may therefore assume B to be indecomposable. In particular, taking B = A, we find that A is a q-group for some prime q. From Lemma 3.1, we may assume that p = q. To avoid trivialities, we assume that A # 1.
Write X=X, x X,,, where X, is a p-group and pIfjX,(. Since 
